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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In response to information requested by Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUCT) Chairman 
Donna Nelson in PUCT Docket No. 45633, this report represents Southwest Power Pool, Inc.’s (SPP) 
analysis of the impacts of Lubbock Power and Light’s (LP&L) proposal to move a portion of the 
LP&L system from the SPP transmission system to the Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) 
transmission system. 

SPP and ERCOT conducted separate studies but coordinated such that their assumptions and 
methodologies were as consistent as reasonably possible. Differences in market and regulatory 
structure, though, prevent absolute consistency. 

SPP performed several analyses of the impacts of LP&L’s move to ERCOT which are described 
below with their findings1: 

• Reliability Analysis: Determines what transmission improvements could be needed, 
deferred, or avoided to address new or mitigated reliability needs resulting from the LP&L 
system moving to ERCOT. The reliability analysis has determined that up to $5,100,000 of 
new transmission projects are required to account for LP&L’s disconnection from SPP. The 
analysis also identified some previously identified transmission reliability issues would be 
relieved by LP&L’s disconnection allowing a deferral or avoidance of up to approximately 
$1,087,000 of transmission upgrades.  

• Avoided Project Analysis: Investigates projects in the area that have been issued a 
notification to construct (NTC) and have not yet gone into service to determine whether 
they will still be needed if LP&L disconnects from SPP. This analysis did not identify any 
avoidable projects beyond the up to $1,087,000 of transmission projects that would no 
longer be needed for reliability reasons.  

• Production Cost Analysis: Investigates production cost changes to the SPP system with 
LP&L connected to SPP and to ERCOT.  

In the 2020 production cost model year, if LP&L were connected to ERCOT: 

o The SPP region would realize a $64M-$86M reduction in production costs.  

o The SPP region would realize a $69M-$101M reduction in adjusted production costs. 

o The portion of Texas within SPP would realize a $61M-$89M reduction in production 
costs. 

o The portion of Texas within SPP would realize a $70M-$92M reduction in adjusted 
production costs. 

                                                             
1 SPP’s conclusions derived from these summarized findings are found in Section 4 of this report. 
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In the 2025 production cost model year, if LP&L were connected to ERCOT:  

o The SPP region would realize a $71M-105M reduction in production costs.  

o The SPP region would realize a $74M-$119M reduction in adjusted production costs. 

o The portion of Texas within SPP would realize a $68M-$113M reduction in production 
costs. 

o The portion of Texas within SPP would realize a $78M-$114M reduction in adjusted 
production costs. 

• Annual Transmission Revenue Requirement (ATRR) Impact Analysis: An analysis of 
changes in the ATRR for SPP zones due to the removal of the LP&L load. Most of SPP’s zonal 
rates would rise an average of 1.3%.2 Southwestern Public Service (SPS) rates would 
decline approximately 9.3%, but because there would be approximately 10% less load in 
the SPS zone to pay the remaining requirements, rates would increase for all SPP 
transmission customers in all zones.   

• Operational Analysis: Evaluation of the operational impacts of LP&L’s disconnection from 
the SPP transmission system. SPP evaluated high load/low wind and low load/high wind 
scenarios. In the high load/low wind scenario, loading on existing known constraints 
increased more than 35% in some instances and decreased in others. The changes were 
determined to be immaterial to real-time operations as sufficient generation remained in 
the SPS/SPP region to be redispatched to mitigate potential overloads.  

In the low load/high wind scenario, generally, constraints in the southern region of SPS saw 
the greatest increase, and constraints north of Lubbock saw a reduction in loading. 
However, SPP did not identify reliability concerns that could not be mitigated if LP&L was 
removed from the SPP transmission system. 

• Ancillary Services Analysis: Qualitative review of possible detrimental impacts to SPP’s 
ancillary service market associated with LP&L’s withdrawal. The analysis suggests there 
would be few, if any, negative effects on SPP’s ancillary service market. 

• Congestion Rights Analysis: Qualitative review to estimate the impact to SPP’s congestion 
rights market associated with LP&L’s withdrawal. The analysis suggests that some impacts 
will cause more congestion and some will relieve congestion. The extent to which the 
economic impact of congestion change in SPP’s day-ahead market are helpful or harmful is 
difficult to estimate in purely financial-based markets.  

 

                                                             
2 The UMZ zone will see an increase of 1.2%.  All of the other zones, except SPS, will see an increase of approximately 1.3%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In June 2016, ERCOT filed its Lubbock Integration Study with the PUCT in Docket No. 45633 (June 
2016 ERCOT Study). The June 2016 ERCOT Study focused narrowly on identifying the best and 
most cost effective way to integrate LP&L into the ERCOT grid. It concluded “Option 4ow” was the 
preferred integration alternative.  

On July 19, 2016, PUCT Chairman Nelson filed a memo in PUCT Docket No. 45633 regarding the 
LP&L’s proposed move from the SPP system to the ERCOT system. The memo requested that SPP 
and ERCOT analyze the move’s potential impacts, and this report represents SPP’s subsequent 
studies and their findings. SPP and ERCOT performed separate but coordinated studies such that 
their assumptions and methodologies are as consistent as reasonably possible, though it is 
understood that market and regulatory differences prevent absolute consistency. 

The analysis performed by SPP that is described in this report provides information incremental to 
the  June 2016 ERCOT Study and provides further analysis of the impacts of LP&L’s load and 
generating resources moving to ERCOT or remaining in SPP.  

SPP performed the following analyses of its transmission system to determine the impacts of 
LP&L’s move:  

• Reliability analysis: Determine what transmission improvements driven by reliability 
issues will be needed, deferred, or avoided as a consequence of the LP&L system moving to 
ERCOT.  

• Avoided or new project analysis: Investigate projects in the area that were approved and 
have not yet gone into service to determine whether they would still be needed if LP&L 
disconnects from SPP 

• Production cost analysis: Perform a production cost analysis with and without the LP&L 
system.  

• Annual transmission revenue requirement (ATRR) impact: Perform an impact analysis 
on SPP transmission rates. 

• Operational cost and reliability impact assessment: Evaluate the operational impact of 
LP&L’s disconnection from the SPP transmission system.  

• Ancillary service impact analysis: Qualitatively estimate the possibility of detrimental 
impacts to SPP’s ancillary service market associated with LP&L’s withdrawal. 

• Congestion rights impact analysis: Qualitatively estimate the possibility of detrimental 
impacts to SPP’s congestion rights market associated with LP&L’s withdrawal. 
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2. STUDY INPUTS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

2.1. DESCRIPTION OF THE LP&L SYSTEM 
The LP&L transmission system consists of two distinct systems. The first system is served from four 
230 kV delivery points on the Southwestern Public Service (SPS)/Xcel transmission system. LP&L 
proposes to move this system from SPP to the ERCOT interconnection. This system will be referred 
to in this study as the LP&L System. The subsequent analyses of this study will analyze the SPP 
transmission system with and without the LP&L System which is currently served by the following 
230/69 kV delivery points: 

LP&L System Delivery Points from SPS/Xcel 

Substation Bus Voltage Terminal #1 Terminal #2 

LP-Milwakee 230 kV 1.1 mile, 230 kV line to 
SPS Carlisle 

230/69 kV transformer 

LP- Southeast 230 kV 2.9 mile, 230 kV line to 
SPS Lubbock South 

(2) 230/69 kV 
transformers 

LP-Holly 230 kV 3.3 mile, 230 kV line to 
SPS Jones 

230/69 kV transformer 

LP-Wadswrth 230 kV 1.1 mile, 230 kV line to 
SPS Lubbock East 

230/69 kV transformer 

Table 2.1: LP&L System Delivery Points 
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The following substations are considered part of the LP&L System. 

Substations in LP&L System (Bus Names) 

'LP-ERSKINE 2' 'LP-MSSNGALE2' 'LP-NORTHEST2' 'LP-NORTHWST2' 'LP-MILWAKEE6' 

'LP-MILWAKEE1' 'LP-MILWAKEE2' 'LP-VICKSBRG2' 'LP-THOMPSON2' 'LP-MCCULLGH2' 

'LP-COOP  2' 'LP-CHALKER 2' 'LP-SLATON 2' 'LP-SE_TR2 1' 'LP-SE_TR1 1' 

'LP-SOUTHEST2' 'LP-SOUTHEST6' 'LP-HOLLY 1' 'LP-HOLLY 2 ' 'LP-HOLLY 6' 

'LP-BRANDON 2' 'LP-WADSWRTH1' 'LP-WADSWRTH2' 'LP-OLIVER 2' 'LP-WADSWRTH6' 

'CO-OP   ' 'VICKSBURG115' 'MASSENGALE '   

Table 2.2: Substations in the LP&L System 

The second part of the system consists of several 115 kV and 69 kV delivery points that are 
embedded in the SPS transmission system. LP&L proposes that this second system will remain 
interconnected to SPP indefinitely. This system will be referred to as the LP&L/SPS System. All of 
the analyses in this report will include the LP&L/SPS System interconnected to SPP. The LP&L/SPS 
System is comprised of the following substations. 

Substations in LP&L/SPS system (Bus Names) 

'STANTON_E  'STANTON_W  'INDIANA  'CARLISLE  'LP-DOUD_TP 

'LP-DOUD   'MURPHY  'IVORY    'ALLEN 'BATTON_N  

'BATTON_S  'LP-WHEELOCK 'ACCO    'PLANTERS  'CLUTTER   

Table 2.3: Substations in the LP&L/SPS system 

2.2. LP&L LOAD LEVELS ANALYZED 

2.2.1. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
Two variations of LP&L load levels were studied in the reliability analysis. The first load level, 
known as business as usual (BAU) reflects load levels provided by LP&L into the SPP Model 
Development Working Group (MDWG) model building process. The second load level, referred to as 
“high growth” was also analyzed. The high growth level was analyzed for comparison to the June 
2016 ERCOT study. The 2021 model year was chosen as the year of study for the analysis.  
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The loadings for LP&L and LP&L/SPS Systems' substation buses for the BAU load forecast for 2021 
summer peak and 2021 light load are shown below. 

Bus 2021 Summer load (MW) 2021 Light load (MW) 

LP-ERSKINE 2 29.39 8.808 

LP-MSSNGALE2 27.32 12.553 

LP-NORTHEST2 25.99 12.992 

LP-NORTHWST2 13.69 3.634 

LP-MILWAKEE2 36.05 11.48 

LP-VICKSBRG2 35.4 8.267 

LP-THOMPSON2 36.97 7.233 

LP-MCCULLGH2 64.49 4.346 

LP-COOP  2 20.80 11.731 

LP-CHALKER 2 41.305 6.715 

LP-SLATON 2 26.60 10.203 

LP-SOUTHEST2 22.55 3.844 

LP-BRANDON 2 32.27 19.108 

LP-WADSWRTH2 11.09 4.826 

LP-OLIVER 2 49.42 9.96 

STANTON_E 2 3.875 1.268 

STANTON_W 3 13.349 4.777 

INDIANA  3 23.553 8.295 

CARLISLE 3 15.501 4.763 

LP-DOUD  3 20.91 6.59 
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Table 2.4: BAU Load Forecast 

The loadings for the LP&L and LP&L/SPS System’s substation buses for the high growth load 
forecast are shown below. 

Bus 2021 Summer load (MW) 2021 Light load (MW) 

LP-ERSKINE 2 30.262 20.367 

LP-MSSNGALE2 42.96 28.913 

LP-NORTHEST2 32.398 21.805 

LP-NORTHWST2 16.792 11.302 

LP-MILWAKEE2 59.159 39.815 

LP-VICKSBRG2 40.705 27.395 

LP-THOMPSON2 42.129 28.354 

LP-MCCULLGH1 37.78 23.41 

LP-MCCULLGH2 38.261 25.75 

LP-COOP  2 19.819 13.338 

MURPHY  3 12.587 3.546 

IVORY   2 7.575 2.332 

ALLEN   3 29.588 8.068 

BATTON_N 2 7.418 2.246 

BATTON_S 2 10.678 2.955 

LP-WHEELOCK3 15.649 4.009 

ACCO   2 8.13 2.916 

PLANTERS 2 2.84 0.766 

CLUTTER  2 10.478 3.309 
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LP-CHALKER 2 52.395 35.263 

LP-SLATON 2 44.206 29.752 

LP-SOUTHEST2 21.361 14.377 

LP-BRANDON 2 40.883 27.515 

LP-WADSWRTH2 15.368 10.343 

LP-OLIVER 2 62.007 41.732 

STANTON_E 2 4.3665 2.3088 

STANTON_W 3 11.2547 5.0151 

INDIANA  3 20.0103 13.3285 

CARLISLE 3 2.9771 2.368 

LP-DOUD  3 37.13 11.3665 

IVORY   2 6.7816 2.7401 

ALLEN   3 26.8461 12.3729 

BATTON_N 2 10.3948 3.5605 

BATTON_S 2 9.1066 5.2181 

LP-WHEELOCK3 14.184 5.9623 

ACCO   2 8.0277 4.7834 

PLANTERS 2 2.8395 0.8349 

CLUTTER  2 10.3438 3.8226 

Table 2.5: High Growth Load Forecast 
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2.2.2. LOADS IN THE ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
The economic analysis utilized the BAU load forecast with model years 2020 and 2025. Details of 
LP&L’s peak demands and annual energy consumptions are shown in the table below.  

Demand 
Group 

2020 Peak 
Demand (MW) 

2020 Annual 
Demand 

Energy (GWh) 

2025 Peak 
Demand (MW) 

2025 Annual 
Demand 

Energy (GWh) 

LP&L  473   2,203   476   2,217  

Table 2.6: BAU Peak Demands and Energies 

2.3. LP&L TRANSMISSION SYSTEM TOPOLOGY 
The LP&L System currently consists of 230 kV transmission, 230/69 kV transformers and a 69 kV 
transmission system. LP&L is planning to convert a substantial portion of its 69 kV system to 115 
kV. LP&L provided conversion plans to ERCOT and SPP that were incorporated into this study.   

2.4. SPP TRANSMISSION SYSTEM TOPOLOGY 
Transmission projects with NTCs approved by the SPP Board of Directors were included in the 
models for this analysis. Upon the commencement of the analysis, neither SPP’s 2017 Integrated 
Transmission Plan 10-Year (ITP10)3 study nor the 2017 Integrated Transmission Plan Near-Term 
(ITPNT)4 study had been completed. Both studies were completed and approved by the SPP board 
of directors in April 2017. The project portfolios for each of those studies were not included in the 
initial models. However, when issues related to the analysis were identified that could be mitigated 
with projects from either the 2017 ITP10 or 2017 ITPNT studies, those projects were utilized to 
mitigate potential issues.  

2.4.1. TOPOLOGY FOR AVOIDED PROJECT ANALYSIS 
For the avoided project analysis, SPP reviewed the list of approved transmission projects with NTCs 
in the SPS/Xcel area that had not yet gone into service. SPP identified the list of projects below that 
had not yet gone into service. These projects were removed from the models for the avoided project 
analysis.  

Approved projects with NTCs in study area that are not yet in service 

Hobbs 345/230 kV Ckt 1 Transformer  

Hobbs - Yoakum 345 kV Ckt 1 

                                                             
3 The 2017 ITP 10 Year Assessment (ITP10) can be found at this link:  
https://www.spp.org/documents/51179/2017_itp10_report_board%20approved_april2017_final.pdf 
4 The 2017 ITP Near Term Assessment (ITPNT) can be found at this link:  
https://www.spp.org/documents/51177/2017_itp_near-term_assessment_final_report_board.pdf  
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China Draw - North Loving 345 kV Ckt 1 

Kiowa - North Loving 345 kV Ckt 1 

China Draw 345/115 kV Ckt 1 Transformer 

North Loving 345/115 kV Ckt 1 Transformer 

Kiowa 345/115 kV Ckt 1 Transformer 

Kiowa - Potash Junction 345/115 kV Ckt 1  

Hobbs - Kiowa 345 kV Ckt 1 

Tuco 230/115 kV Ckt 1 Transformer 

Yoakum County Interchange 230/115 kV Ckt 1 Transformer 

Yoakum County Interchange 230/115 kV Ckt 2 Transformer 

Amoco - Sundown 230 kV Terminal Upgrades 

Amarillo South 230 kV Terminal Upgrades 

Cooper Ranch - Oil Center 115 kV Ckt 1 Rebuild 

Byrd Tap - Cooper Ranch 115 kV Ckt 1 Rebuild 

Lea Road - Oil Center 115 kV Ckt 1 Rebuild 

Jal - Teague 115 kV Ckt 1 Rebuild 

National Enrichment Plant - Teague 115 kV Ckt 1 Rebuild 

Terry Co. - Wolfforth 115 kV Terminal Upgrades 

Artesia Country Club 115 kV Voltage Conversion 

Artesia Country Club Tap 115 kV Line Tap 

Artesia Country Club - Artesia Country Club Tap 115 kV Ckt 1 New Line 

Hereford Interchange 115 kV #1 Terminal Upgrades 

Hereford Interchange 115 kV #2 Terminal Upgrades 

Mustang - Seminole 115 kV Ckt 1 New Line 
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Mustang 115 kV Terminal Upgrades 

Seminole 115 kV Terminal Upgrades 

Canyon East Tap - Randall 115 kV Ckt 1 Rebuild 

Livingston Ridge - Wipp 115 kV Ckt 1 Rebuild 

Carlsbad - Pecos 115 kV Terminal Upgrades 

Table 2.7: Approved Projects in SPS Area with NTCs, Not In-Service 

2.5. LP&L GENERATION ASSUMPTIONS 

2.5.1. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS GENERATION ASSUMPTIONS 
For analyses that include the LP&L System connected to SPP, SPP used generation assumptions 
specified in the SPP Integrated Transmission Planning Manual (ITP Manual) to model generation 
needed to serve the LP&L System. Section 3.3.1.2 of the ITP Manual indicates that when a load 
serving entity is deficient of generation to serve its load, the deficiency is first made up from the 
generation fleet of the closest modeling area in the SPP models. For the LP&L System, this 
deficiency will be made up from the SPS/Xcel generation fleet. For instances when the SPS/Xcel 
generation fleet was exhausted, generation from other areas outside of SPS/Xcel was used to serve 
the LP&L load.  

2.5.2. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS GENERATION ASSUMPTIONS 
For analyses that include the LP&L System connected to SPP, SPP used generation assumptions 
developed pursuant to the 2017 ITP10 reference case (Future 3) to model generation needed to 
serve the LP&L System. The 2017 ITP10 reference case included a combined cycle unit to serve 
LP&L load connected to the 230kV bus at the LP&L Holly substation. LP&L requested that SPP not 
include this generator in this analysis. As a result, SPP included the three alternatives listed below 
to serve the LP&L System.  

• Combined cycle gas unit near the SPS Jones 230kV substation. This unit has characteristics 
similar to the ITP10 unit at LP&L Holly substation.  

• DC Tie at SPS Tuco Substation. This DC tie was sized at 600 MW and was dispatched to 
follow the LP&L load during economic simulations.  

• SPP Fleet – LP&L load is served from all generation in SPP.  

2.5.2.1. Further Detail about DC Tie Option 
The DC tie option represents a generation and transmission scenario between SPP and ERCOT that 
could facilitate economic imports into the Lubbock area.    The following assumptions were 
included in this scenario:  
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• 600-MW DC tie as modeled connecting to the Tuco 345 kV bus near the Golden Spread 
Electric Cooperative (GSEC) Elk Generating Station. Alternatively, the facilities could be 
located at the proposed Crawfish Draw 345/230 kV substation which is proposed at a 
location approximately 3 miles from the existing Tuco 345-kV bus. The DC tie is modeled as 
being connected such that it is electrically parallel to the Elk 345-kV substation and utilizes 
the ERCOT 345-kV line built to service the Elk station.  

• DC tie output was modeled as a fixed transaction profiled to closely match LP&L demand 
with no costs or curtailment price. 

• LP&L would need to request transmission service from generating entities in ERCOT to 
serve their load in SPP. The DC tie would serve as a solution to provide firm transmission 
service from ERCOT generation to LP&L load.  

o The 600-MW DC tie is estimated to cost between $90M and $125M based on conceptual 
construction estimates. 

o The interconnection of the DC tie will likely cause the need for a new outlet from the 
Tuco 345-kV bus. This outlet has been identified as the previously identified Crawfish 
Draw 345 substation that will have an additional 345/230-kV transformer. The 
Crawfish Draw substation has an estimated cost of $25 million.   

o As a result, the DC tie option would result in an estimated $115M to $150 in 
transmission expansion costs.  Transmission costs to interconnect Lubbock with ERCOT 
(ERCCOT Option #4ow) are estimated at $364M 

2.6. MODELS 

2.6.1. RELIABILITY AND AVOIDED PROJECT ANALYSIS MODELS 
The 2017 ITPNT models were used as a starting point for the reliability and avoided project 
analyses. The 2017 ITPNT models are developed from the 2016 Series SPP MDWG power flow 
models.  

2017 ITPNT scenario 0 and scenario 5 models for model year 2021 were analyzed. Both the 
summer peak season and light load season were analyzed. The light load season simulates a 
minimum load as seen from an SPP perspective. The scenario 0 models use a generation dispatch 
provided by SPP’s member transmission planners to serve SPP load that represents a likely 
dispatch of both conventional and renewable generation during the specific seasons of the year 
intended to be simulated. The scenario 5 models include a measurable change in the dispatch 
scenario of wind resources from the scenario 0 models. The scenario 5 model includes all wind 
resources that have firm transmission service being dispatched at their full amount of firm service.  

The list of models used during the reliability and avoided project analyses are reflected in Table 2.8. 
In contrast with the reliability analysis models, the avoided project analysis models did not include 
the transmission projects discussed in Section 2.4.1. 
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Table 2.8: Reliability Study Models 

2.6.2. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS MODELS 
The 2017 ITP10 models were used as a starting point for the economic analysis. The 2017 ITP10 
models were developed from the 2015 Series SPP MDWG power-flow models.  

2017 ITP10 models for model years 2020 and 2025 were analyzed. The energy demand and load 
level analyzed was the BAU load level (as detailed in section 2.2.2). Sensitivities for the models with 

Season Scenario Load Level LP&L Connection 
Status 

2021 Summer Peak 0 BAU Connected to SPP 

2021 Summer Peak 0 BAU Connected to ERCOT 

2021 Summer Peak 5 BAU Connected to SPP 

2021 Summer Peak 5 BAU Connected to ERCOT 

2021 Summer Peak 0 High Growth Connected to SPP 

2021 Summer Peak 0 High Growth Connected to ERCOT 

2021 Summer Peak 5 High Growth Connected to SPP 

2021 Summer Peak 5 High Growth Connected to ERCOT 

2021 Light Load 0 BAU Connected to SPP 

2021 Light Load 0 BAU Connected to ERCOT 

2021 Light Load 5 BAU Connected to SPP 

2021 Light Load 5 BAU Connected to ERCOT 

2021 Light Load 0 High Growth Connected to SPP 

2021 Light Load 0 High Growth Connected to ERCOT 

2021 Light Load 5 High Growth Connected to SPP 

2021 Light Load 5 High Growth Connected to ERCOT 
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LP&L connected to SPP included the use of both the combined-cycle generator option and the DC-
tie option. The list of models used for the economic analysis are listed below.  

Table 2.9: Economic Analysis Models 

2.7. EVENTS EVALUATED AND AREAS MONITORED 

2.7.1. RELIABILITY AND AVOIDED PROJECT ANALYSIS  
For the reliability and avoided project analyses SPP utilized the contingency events identified in the 
2017 ITPNT study. Single transmission facility contingency (N-1) events were automatically 
generated throughout the southern region (Texas, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Kansas) of the SPP 
footprint and evaluated. Additionally, events submitted by transmission planners in SPP’s footprint 
were evaluated. Finally, events containing a transmission facility contingency combined with a 
generator contingency (N-1, G-1) that were identified in the 2017 ITPNT study to have potential 
impacts on the area of SPS/Xcel were also evaluated.   

2.7.2. ECONOMIC PROJECT ANALYSIS (CONSTRAINT ASSESSMENT)  
For the economic analysis SPP utilized the contingency events evaluated in the 2017 ITP10.  

Season Load Level Generator 
Assumption 

LP&L Connection 
Status 

2020 BAU Combined Cycle Connected to SPP 

2020 BAU SPP Fleet Connected to SPP 

2020 BAU DC Tie Connected to SPP 

2020 BAU n/a Connected to ERCOT 

2025 BAU Combined Cycle Connected to SPP 

2025 BAU SPP Fleet Connected to SPP 

2025 BAU DC Tie Connected to SPP 

2025 BAU n/a Connected to ERCOT 
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2.8. ECONOMIC MODELING INPUTS  

2.8.1. FUEL PRICE INPUTS 
Natural gas fuel price assumptions used the Henry Hub Natural Gas Price as reported in the 2016 
EIA report escalated to 2020 and 2025 dollars, as applicable. A marginal cost of $0 for wind 
resources and solar resources was used.  

Monthly Average Henry Hub Natural Gas Prices 

  

2.8.2. SPP RESOURCE PLAN 
With the exception of the resources used to serve LP&L, as discussed in Section 2.5.2, SPP used the 
resource plan for the SPP system developed in the 2017 ITP10 study.  

2.8.3. ASSUMPTIONS FOR FACILITIES WITH CAPABILITIES ACROSS 
INTERCONNECTIONS 

Transfers across the ERCOT North and ERCOT East DC ties were modeled based on fixed-hourly 
transactions using three years of historic operational data capped at SPP long-term firm 
transmission service levels with no curtailment price assumed. The GSEC Elk units, which have 
capability to operate in SPP or ERCOT, were modeled as operating on the SPP transmission system.  

2.8.4. HANDLING OF FORCED OUTAGES 
Economic analysis was performed with and without generation forced outages. 
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3. ANALYSIS 

3.1. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
Power System Simulation for Engineering (PSS/E) software was used to perform an AC contingency 
analysis on the models listed in Section 2.6.1 that contained all approved transmission projects with 
NTCs.  

The potential issues observed in the analysis were reviewed and categorized in the following 
groups: 

• New issues associated with LP&L disconnecting from SPP and moving to ERCOT 

• Previous issues that are relieved by LP&L disconnecting from SPP and moving to ERCOT  

3.1.1. SUMMARY OF RELIABILITY ANALYSIS 
The reliability analysis identified approximately $5,100,000 of new transmission projects that will 
be required if the LP&L System disconnects from the SPP transmission system. The study also 
identified $2,798,000 of currently approved projects addressing reliability needs impacted when/if 
the LP&L System disconnects from the SPP transmission system. Of those impacted needs, SPP 
determined that certain reliability needs with an estimated cost of $1,828,000 are no longer need to 
be addressed. However, SPP still sees the need to retain a portion of those projects, with a total cost 
of $970,000 to address economic congestion that is expected to remain despite LP&L’s proposed 
move.  The results are shown in Table 3.1 below.  

Summary of Reliability Analysis  

 Total Costs 

(BAU Load Level) 

Total Costs 

(High Growth Load Level) 

New Reliability Projects $5,050,000 $5,100,000 

Existing Reliability Projects 
Relieved 

($2,698,271) ($2,798,271) 

Existing Reliability Projects 
Relieved but Retained 

$1,711,271 $1,711,271 

Net Impact of New and 
Avoided/Deferred Reliability 
Projects 

$4,063,000 $3,913,000 

Table 3.1: Summary of Reliability Analysis 
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3.1.2. DETAILED RESULTS OF RELIABILITY ANALYSIS (NEW NEEDS) 
New issues identified for the BAU load level are shown in Table 3.2. Two transmission projects are 
needed for the BAU load level if the LP&L System disconnects from the SPP transmission system 
and transfers to the ERCOT grid. These projects have an estimated cost of $5,050,000.   

Four additional transmission facilities were overloaded when the LP&L System is removed; 
however, these overloads were identified in reliability models reflecting summer-peak scenario 5 
conditions and SPP’s current planning methodology does not direct the construction of 
transmission projects for summer-peak scenario 5 conditions unless additional reliability needs can 
be identified, such as during winter-peak or off-peak scenario 5 conditions or during scenario 0 
conditions. The highest loadings on the same facilities for scenario 0 conditions were 
approximately 88 percent of the applicable ratings. Therefore, SPP determined that these additional 
transmission projects are not needed upon the removal of the LP&L transmission system.  

New Issues Identified for Lubbock moving to ERCOT 

(Business as Usual Load Level)  

Facility Mitigation/Comment Costs 

LUBBOCK EAST INTERCHANGE - 
LUBBOCK SOUTH 
INTERCHANGE 115 KV CKT 1 

New overload caused by LP&L moving to 
ERCOT. Mitigation is to reset current 
transformer. 

$50,000 

ALLEN SUB - LUBBOCK SOUTH 
INTERCHANGE 115 KV CKT 1 

 If LP&L moves to ERCOT, additional flows 
cause need for a potential rebuild of 6 miles of 
line.  

$5,000,000 

CARLISLE INTERCHANGE - LP-
DOUD_TP 3115.00 115 KV CKT 
1 

New overload. Mitigation is not 
recommended as it is observed only for 
scenario 5 in the summer peak.  

N/A 

DENVER CITY INTERCHANGE N. 
- XTO_RUSSEL 3115.00 115 KV 
CKT 1 

New overload. Mitigation is not 
recommended as it is observed only for 
scenario 5 in the summer peak 

N/A 

SUNDOWN INTERCHANGE (WH 
XDS70381) 230/115/13.8 KV 
TRANSFORMER CKT 1 

New overload. Mitigation is not 
recommended as it is observed only for 
scenario 5 in the summer peak.  

N/A 

EAST PLANT INTERCHANGE 
(WH ALM21481) 230/115/13.2 
KV TRANSFORMER CKT 1 

New overload. Mitigation is not 
recommended as it is observed only for 
scenario 5 in the summer peak.  

N/A 

Table 3.2: New Issues Identified - Business as Usual Load Level 
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New issues identified for the high growth load level are shown in Table 3.3. The results for the high 
growth load level are very similar to the BAU level, with the first two issues and mitigations also 
reflected in BAU results above.  An additional need was identified in the high growth analysis. The 
Carlisle Interchange- LP-Doud Tap 115kV line was identified as a new overload.  The cost to 
mitigate the overload is approximately $50,000 to reset C.T.s.   The estimated cost of the needed 
transmission projects to resolve all issues found in a high growth load level total $5,100,000.   

New Issues Identified for Lubbock moving to ERCOT 

(High Growth Load Level)  

Facility Mitigation/Comment Costs 

LUBBOCK EAST INTERCHANGE - 
LUBBOCK SOUTH INTERCHANGE 115 
KV CKT 1 

New overload caused by LP&L moving 
to ERCOT. Mitigation is to reset 
current transformer (Identified in the 
BAU analysis) 

$50,000 

ALLEN SUB - LUBBOCK SOUTH 
INTERCHANGE 115 KV CKT 1 

If LP&L moves to ERCOT, additional 
flows cause need for a rebuild of 6 
miles of line (Identified in the BAU 
analysis). 

$5,000,000  

CARLISLE INTERCHANGE - LP-DOUD_TP 
3115.00 115 KV CKT 1 

New overload. Mitigation is to reset 
C.T.   

$50,000 

DENVER CITY INTERCHANGE N. - 
XTO_RUSSEL 3115.00 115 KV CKT 1 

New overload. Mitigation is not 
recommended as it is observed only 
for scenario 5 in the summer peak.  

N/A 

EAST PLANT INTERCHANGE (WH 
ALM21481) 230/115/13.2 KV 
TRANSFORMER CKT 1 

New overload. Mitigation is not 
recommended as it is observed only 
for scenario 5 in the summer peak. 

N/A 

SUNDOWN INTERCHANGE (WH 
XDS70381) 230/115/13.8 KV 
TRANSFORMER CKT 1 

New overload. Mitigation is not 
recommended as it is observed only 
for scenario 5 in the summer peak.  

N/A 

Table 3.3: New Issues Identified - High Growth Load Level 
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3.1.3. DETAILED RESULTS OF RELIABILITY ANALYSIS (RELIEVED NEEDS) 
Issues identified as being relieved for the BAU load level are shown in Table 3.4. For the BAU 
analysis, five overloads were determined to be relieved if the LP&L System is disconnected from the 
SPP transmission system and transferred to ERCOT.  

The Hale County – Kress 115kV overload was identified as being relieved by LP&L’s proposed move 
in the summer-peak scenario 5 analysis.  The project addressing this issue, at an estimated cost of 
approximately $741,000, recently had an NTC issued after the 2017 ITPNT found that the overload 
also occurred during the winter peak.  Because this was also identified as a winter-peaking issue, 
SPP does not intend to recommend withdrawing the previously issued NTC.   

The Harrington-Potter 230kV overload was identified in the 2017 ITPNT analysis and terminal 
upgrades at Harrington and Potter were approved to resolve this reliability need.  This overload 
was identified in this analysis as being relieved by LP&L’s proposed move.  The estimated avoided 
project cost is $937,000 if LP&L disconnects from SPP. 

The Plant X – Sundown 230kV overload was identified as a new reliability issue for which no 
mitigating project is currently approved and for which no NTC exists. This newly identified issue 
would be relieved by LP&L’s proposed move.  The estimated mitigation cost of $50,000 could be 
avoided if LP&L disconnects from SPP.    

The 2017 ITP10 identified congestion on two of the overloads, Indiana – South Plains REC-Erskine 
115kV and Indiana-Stanton 115kV, and included economic projects to address this congestion in a 
recommended portfolio that was approved by the SPP Board.   Because the 2017 ITP10 analysis 
identified these as being economic needs that SPP believes will continue to exist such that the 
approved solutions will continue to be cost effective even if Lubbock moves to ERCOT, SPP does not 
recommended withdrawing the applicable NTCs. Their estimated total cost is approximately 
$970,000.   

 

Identified Issues Relieved by LP&L moving to ERCOT 

(BAU Load Level)  

Facility Mitigation/Comment Avoided Costs 

HALE CO INTERCHANGE - KRESS 
INTERCHANGE 115 KV CKT 1 

Although shown as being relieved in 
summer-peak scenario 5 models, 
mitigation was required in the 
2017NT for winter peak conditions.  It 
is not recommended to withdraw the 
NTC for the associated project, 
costing $741,329, because of winter 
peak issues. 

$0 
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INDIANA SUB - SOUTH PLAINS REC-
ERSKINE 115 KV CKT 1 

Although shown as being relieved in 
summer-peak scenario 5 models, a 
project that includes terminal 
equipment at Indiana and Erskine, 
costing $969,942, was approved after 
the 2017ITP10 observed the need for 
congestion relief on this facility and 
the Indiana-Stanton facility described 
below.   Do not recommend 
withdrawing project’s NTC since 
congestion was observed on this 
constraint in economic analysis.  

$0 

Harrington Station East Bus - POTTER 
COUNTY INTERCHANGE 230 KV CKT 1 

Relieved overload. Previously 
approved project included terminal 
upgrades at Potter and Harrington. 

$937,000 

PLANT X STATION - SUNDOWN 
INTERCHANGE 230KV CKT 1 

Relieved Overload.  Project otherwise 
required to mitigate overload 
includes resetting C.T.s. 

$50,000 

INDIANA SUB - STANTON SUB 115KV 
CKT 1 

Although shown as being relieved in 
summer-peak scenario 5 models, 
terminal equipment at Indiana and 
Erskine, costing $969,942, was 
approved after the 2017ITP10 
observed the need for congestion 
relief on this facility and the Indiana-
Erskine facility described above. Do 
not recommend withdrawing since 
congestion was observed on this 
constraint in the economic analysis.  

$0 

   

Table 3.4: Issues Relieved - Business as Usual 

Issues identified as being relieved for the high growth load level are shown in Table 3.5. Three of 
the issues were identified in the BAU analysis described above.   

Two additional overloads are new reliability issues for which no mitigating projects are currently 
approved and for which no NTCs exist.  The overload of the Deaf Smith – Plant X 230kV line, has an 
estimated mitigation cost of $100,000 to replace a 230kV line trap that could be avoided by LP&L’s 
proposed move.  The Stanton-Tuco 115kV overload was observed as being relieved by LP&L’s 
proposed move, but since it is observed only in the summer-peak scenario 5 analysis, there is no 
projected avoided cost to relieve this overload.  
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Identified Issues Relieved by LP&L moving to ERCOT 

(High Growth Load Level)  

Facility Mitigation/Comment Avoided Costs 

HALE CO INTERCHANGE - KRESS 
INTERCHANGE 115 KV CKT 1 

Although shown as being relieved in 
summer-peak scenario 5 models, 
mitigation was required in the 
2017NT for winter-peak conditions.   
It is not recommended to withdraw 
the NTC for the associated project, 
with a cost of $741,329, because of 
winter peak issues. (Also identified in 
the BAU analysis)  

$0 

INDIANA SUB - SOUTH PLAINS REC-
ERSKINE 115 KV CKT 1 

Although shown as being relieved in 
summer-peak scenario 5 models, a 
project that includes terminal 
equipment at Indiana and Erskine, 
costing $969,942, was approved after 
the 2017ITP10 observed the need for 
congestion relief on this facility. Do 
not recommend withdrawing since 
congestion was observed on this 
constraint in the economic analysis 
(Also identified in the BAU analysis).  

$0 

Harrington Station East Bus - POTTER 
COUNTY INTERCHANGE 230 KV CKT 1 

Relieved overload. Previously 
approved project included terminal 
upgrades at Potter and Harrington. 
(Also identified in the BAU analysis) 

$937,000 

DEAF SMITH COUNTY INTERCHANGE - 
PLANT X STATION 230KV CKT 1 

Relieved overload. Mitigation 
otherwise required would include 
replacing 230kV line trap. 

$100,000 

STANTON SUB - TUCO INTERCHANGE 
115KV CKT 1 

Relieved overload for Summer 
Scenario 5 only – no mitigation would 
otherwise be required. 

$0 

Table 3.5: Issues Relieved - High Growth Load Level 

3.2. AVOIDED PROJECT ANALYSIS 
Power System Simulation for Engineering (PSS/E) software was used to perform an AC contingency 
analysis on the models listed in Section 2.6.1 that included the transmission projects listed in 
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Section 2.4.1 removed from service. With those projects removed from the models, resulting issues 
observed in the analysis were evaluated to determine if they would continue to exist if LP&L moved 
to ERCOT. If any of those issues were resolved by LP&L’s proposed move, an evaluation of the 
projects originally intended to resolve those issues was performed to identify whether those 
projects were still needed after LP&L’s proposed move to ERCOT.  

3.2.1. SUMMARY OF AVOIDED PROJECT ANALYSIS 
The avoided project analysis did not identify any previously approved projects not yet in service 
that would no longer be necessary if LP&L moves to ERCOT beyond those already identified in the 
Reliability Analysis.  

3.2.2. DETAILED RESULTS OF AVOIDED PROJECT ANALYSIS 
Reliability issues resulting from removal of previously approved projects that were identified as 
being relieved by LP&L moving to ERCOT in the BAU load level scenario are listed in Table 3.6. Four 
of the relieved issues identified were previously identified in the Reliability Analysis described in 
Section 3.1.3.  The applicable avoided mitigation costs have been discussed in the previous section.   
The final relieved issue, overload of Mustang-Seagraves 115 kV, could not be identified as being 
addressed by any individual approved project. Therefore, SPP does not recommend withdrawal of 
any NTCs for previously approved projects beyond those identified in the reliability analysis.  

Identified Issues Relieved by LP&L moving to ERCOT (without approved projects) 

 (Business as Usual Load Level)  

Facility Mitigation/Comment 

INDIANA SUB – STANTON SUB 115KV 
CKT 1 

Identified in Reliability Analysis 

Harrington Station East Bus - POTTER 
COUNTY INTERCHANGE 230 KV CKT 1 

Identified in Reliability Analysis 

INDIANA SUB - SOUTH PLAINS REC-
ERSKINE 115 KV CKT 1 

Identified in Reliability Analysis 

STANTON SUB - TUCO INTERCHANGE 
115 KV CKT 1 

Identified in Reliability Analysis 

MUSTANG – SEAGRAVES 11 5KV CKT 1 Loaded to 96 percent without Lubbock.  

Table 3.6: Issues Relieved without Approved Projects - Business as Usual 

Issues identified as being relieved by LP&L’s proposed move in the high growth load level scenario 
are listed in Table 3.7. The results were very similar to the BAU load level analysis. Additional 
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relieved issues included overloads of the Carlisle-Tuco 230kV, Arco Willard Tap – Bennet 115kV, 
and Jones-Tuco 230kV lines.  

However, there were no approved projects identified as solely needed to mitigate these overloads 
that would be avoided if LP&L were to disconnect from SPP, therefore no actions are 
recommended.  

Identified Issues Relieved by LP&L moving to ERCOT (without approved projects) 

 (High Growth Load Level)  

Facility Mitigation/Comment 

CARLISLE INTERCHANGE - TUCO 
INTERCHANGE 230 KV CKT 1 

No approved project solely needed to address – recommend 
no action 

ARCO WILLARD TAP – Bennett Sub 115 
KV CKT 1 

Loaded to 98.8% with Lubbock – no approved project solely 
needed to address 

HALE CO INTERCHANGE - KRESS 
INTERCHANGE 115 KV CKT 1 

Identified in Reliability Analysis 

Harrington Station East Bus - POTTER 
COUNTY INTERCHANGE 230 KV CKT 1 

Identified in Reliability Analysis 

LUBBOCK EAST INTERCHANGE - TUCO 
INTERCHANGE 115 KV CKT 1 

No approved project solely needed to address 

STANTON SUB - TUCO INTERCHANGE 
115 KV CKT 1 

Identified in Reliability Analysis 

MUSTANG – SEAGRAVES 115 KV CKT 1 Loaded to 91 percent without Lubbock – no approved 
project solely needed to address.  

INDIANA SUB - SOUTH PLAINS REC-
ERSKINE 115KV CKT 1 

Identified in Reliability Analysis 

INDIANA SUB – STANTON SUB 115 KV 
CKT 1 

Identified in Reliability Analysis 

JONES STATION - TUCO INTERCHANGE 
230KV CKT 1 

No approved project solely needed to address 

Table 3.7: Issues Relieved without Approved Projects - High Growth Load 
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3.3. ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
Production cost and Adjusted Production Cost (APC) analysis was performed on the models listed 
in Section 2.6.2. Production cost analysis quantifies the monetary expenses associated with 
operating and dispatching generators to serve demand.  These expenses are primarily fuel costs 
resulting from generation commitment and dispatch decisions made to manage grid congestion, 
comply with emissions requirements, and meet ancillary service needs while reliably satisfying 
energy demand.  APC analysis considers the monetary impact of energy sales and purchases on 
production cost.   Changes in production costs and APC5 were determined with LP&L 
interconnected to SPP and with LP&L disconnected from SPP.  These changes in production and 
adjusted production costs are calculated at both the SPP Region and SPP Texas level.  SPP Texas 
production and adjusted production costs are not explicitly calculated due to lack of data at the 
appropriate level of granularity.  As a result, SPP Texas production and adjusted production costs 
are approximated based on a ratio of Texas load within SPP zones that include Texas load to all load 
within those SPP zones6.  This ratio is then applied to production and adjusted production costs 
calculated for the SPP zones that include Texas load to approximate SPP Texas production and 
adjusted production costs. 

3.3.1. COMBINED CYCLE OPTION 
The following results in Section 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.1.2 pertain to the combined cycle generator option 
described in Section 2.5.2. The combined cycle generator was located near the SPS Jones 230 kV 
interchange.  

3.3.1.1. SPP Regional Production Costs 
A $72M-$76M reduction in production costs for the SPP region with LP&L connected to ERCOT was 
realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $104M reduction in production costs for the SPP 
region with LP&L connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2025 production-cost model year.  

A $74M-$75M reduction in adjusted production costs for the SPP region with LP&L connected to 
ERCOT was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $99M-$100M reduction in adjusted 
production costs for the SPP region with LP&L connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2025 
production-cost model year.  

 

 

 

                                                             
5 SPP calculates APC by taking into account the sales of energy between areas of the transmission grid.  The APC for SPP was 
determined using the production cost, subtracting any revenues from power sales, and adding the cost of purchases from outside 
areas.   
6 The SPP zones that include load in Texas are AEP, SPS, and WFEC. 
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SPP Region Production Cost Results for Combined Cycle Option 

Table 3.8: SPP Region Adjusted Production Cost Results 

A $0.07-$0.08 reduction in production costs per MWh for the SPP region with LP&L connected to 
ERCOT was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $0.13-$0.14 reduction in production 
costs per MWh to the SPP region with LP&L connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2025 
production-cost model year.  

A $0.09-$0.10 reduction in adjusted production costs per MWh to the SPP region with LP&L 
connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $0.13-$0.14 reduction 
in adjusted production costs per MWh for the SPP region with LP&L connected to ERCOT was 
realized in the 2025 production-cost model year.  

Year Forced 
Outages 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in ERCOT) 

Change in 
Production 

Costs 

Adjusted 
Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Adjusted 
Production 

Cost 
(LP&L in 
ERCOT) 

Change in 
Adjusted 

Production 
Costs 

2020 Yes $6,679M $6,603M ($76M) $6,147M $6,072M ($75M) 

2020 No $6,469M $6,397M ($72M) $5,977M $5,903M ($74M) 

2025 Yes $8,653M $8,549M ($104M) $7,973M $7,874M ($99M) 

2025 No $8,326M $8,223M ($104M) $7,739M $7,639M ($100M) 
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SPP Region Production Cost per MWH for Combined Cycle Option 

Year Forced 
Outages 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in ERCOT) 

Change in 
Production 

Costs 

Adjusted 
Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Adjusted 
Production 

Cost 
(LP&L in 
ERCOT) 

Change in 
Adjusted 

Production 
Costs 

2020 Yes $24.02 $23.94 ($0.08) $22.11 $22.01 ($0.09) 

2020 No $23.27 $23.19 ($0.07) $21.50 $21.40 ($0.10) 

2025 Yes $29.71 $29.57 ($0.13) $27.37 $27.24 ($0.13) 

2025 No $28.59 $28.45 ($0.14) $26.57 $26.43 ($0.14) 

Table 3.9: SPP Region Adjusted Production Cost per MWH Results 

3.3.1.2. State of Texas (within SPP) Production Costs 
An $89M-$91M reduction in production costs for state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L connected 
to ERCOT was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $113M-$118M reduction in 
production costs for the state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L connected to ERCOT was realized in 
the 2025 production-cost model year.  

A $77M reduction in APC for the state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L connected to ERCOT was 
realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $100M-$101M reduction in APC for the state of 
Texas (within SPP) with LP&L connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2025 production-cost model 
year.  
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State of Texas (within SPP) Production Cost Results for Combined Cycle Option 

Year Forced 
Outages 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in ERCOT) 

Change in 
Production 

Costs 

Adjusted 
Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Adjusted 
Production 

Cost 
(LP&L in 
ERCOT) 

Change in 
Adjusted 

Production 
Costs 

2020 Yes $1,039M $949M ($91M) $1,140M $1,062M ($77M) 

2020 No $1,005M $916M ($89M) $1,102M $1,024M ($77M) 

2025 Yes $1,414M $1,296M ($118M) $1,547M $1,447M ($100M) 

2025 No $1,371M $1,258M ($113M) $1,496M $1,395M ($101M) 

Table 3.10: State of Texas (within SPP) Region APC Results for Combined Cycle Option 

3.3.2. SPP FLEET OPTION  
The following results in Section 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.2 pertain to the SPP fleet option.  

3.3.2.1. SPP Regional Production Costs 
An $86M-$90M reduction in production costs for the SPP region with LP&L connected to ERCOT 
was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $105M-$108M reduction in production 
costs for the SPP region with LP&L connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2025 production-cost 
model year.  

A $101M-$106M reduction in adjusted production costs for the SPP region with LP&L connected to 
ERCOT was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $119M-$126M reduction in 
adjusted production costs for the SPP region with LP&L connected to ERCOT was realized in the 
2025 production-cost model year.  
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SPP Region Production Cost Results for SPP Fleet Option 

Year Forced 
Outages 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in ERCOT) 

Change in 
Production 

Costs 

Adjusted 
Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Adjusted 
Production 

Cost 
(LP&L in 
ERCOT) 

Change in 
Adjusted 

Production 
Costs 

2020 Yes $6,692M $6,603M ($90M) $6,178M $6,072M ($106M) 

2020 No $6,484M $6,397M ($86M) $6,004M $5,903M ($101M) 

2025 Yes $8,657M $8,549M ($108M) $8,001M $7,874M ($126M) 

2025 No $8,328M $8,223M ($105M) $7,757M $7,639M ($119M) 

Table 3.11: SPP Region Production Cost Results 

A $0.13 reduction in production costs per MWh for the SPP region with LP&L connected to ERCOT 
was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $0.14-$0.15 reduction in production costs 
per MWh for the SPP region with LP&L connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2025 production 
cost model year.  

A $0.19-$0.21 reduction in adjusted production costs per MWh for the SPP region with LP&L 
connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $0.21-$0.23 reduction 
in adjusted production costs per MWh for the SPP region with LP&L connected to ERCOT was 
realized in the 2025 production-cost model year.  

SPP Region Production Cost per MWH for SPP Fleet Option 

Year Forced 
Outages 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in ERCOT) 

Change in 
Production 

Costs 

Adjusted 
Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Adjusted 
Production 

Cost 
(LP&L in 
ERCOT) 

Change in 
Adjusted 

Production 
Costs 

2020 Yes $24.07 $23.94 ($0.13) $22.22 $22.01 ($0.21) 

2020 No $23.32 $23.19 ($0.13) $21.59 $21.40 ($0.19) 

2025 Yes $29.72 $29.57 ($0.15) $27.47 $27.24 ($0.23) 

2025 No $28.59 $28.45 ($0.14) $26.63 $26.43 ($0.21) 

Table 3.12: SPP Region Production Cost per MWH Results 
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3.3.2.2. State of Texas (within SPP) Production Costs 
A $61M-$62M reduction in production costs for the state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L 
connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $77M-81M reduction 
in production costs for the state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L connected to ERCOT was realized 
in the 2025 production-cost model year.  

A $92M-$96M reduction in adjusted production costs for the state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L 
connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $114M-$121M 
reduction in adjusted production costs for the state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L connected to 
ERCOT was realized in the 2025 production-cost model year.  

State of Texas (within SPP) Production Cost Results for SPP Fleet Option 

Year Forced 
Outages 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in ERCOT) 

Change in 
Production 

Costs 

Adjusted 
Production 
Cost (LP&L 

in SPP) 

Adjusted 
Production 

Cost 
(LP&L in 
ERCOT) 

Change in 
Adjusted 

Production 
Costs 

2020 Yes $1,011M $949M ($62M) $1,159M $1,062M ($96M) 

2020 No $977M $916M ($61M) $1,116M $1,024M ($92M) 

2025 Yes $1,377M $1,296M ($81M) $1,568M $1,447M ($121M) 

2025 No $1,336M $1,258M ($77M) $1,509M $1,395M ($114M) 

Table 3.13: State of Texas (within SPP) Production Cost Results for SPP Fleet Option 

3.3.3. DC TIE OPTION 
The results in Section 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2 pertain to the DC-tie option described in Section 2.5.2. The 
DC-tie option assumes that LP&L load remains interconnected to SPP and is served through a DC-tie 
at SPS/Xcel Tuco 345 kV interchange from generation in ERCOT.  

3.3.3.1. SPP Regional Production Costs 
A $62M-$64M reduction in production costs to the SPP region through the DC-tie option was 
realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $68M-$71M reduction in production costs to the 
SPP region through the DC-tie option was realized in the 2025 production-cost model year.  

A $66M-$69M reduction in adjusted production costs to the SPP region through the DC-tie option 
was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $74M-$74Mreduction in adjusted 
production costs to the SPP region through the DC-tie option was realized in the 2025 production-
cost model year.  

Production costs on the ERCOT system were not determined in these simulations.  However, the 
production and adjusted production costs were modified to reflect an approximate cost for the 
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delivered energy across the DC Tie from the ERCOT system using an annual average LMP of 
$30.94/MWh in 2020 and $34.04/MWh in 2025 at Golden Spread’s Antelope Elk Energy Center 
based on ERCOT-provided production cost results determined in a scenario without LP&L 
integration.   

SPP Region Production Cost Results for DC Tie Option 

Year Forced 
Outages 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in SPP via 

DC Tie) 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in ERCOT) 

Change in 
Production 

Costs 

Adjusted 
Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in SPP via 

DC Tie) 

Adjusted 
Production 

Cost 
(LP&L in 
ERCOT) 

Change in 
Adjusted 

Production 
Costs 

2020 Yes $6,665M $6,603M ($62M) $6,138M $6,072M ($66M) 

2020 No $6,462M $6,397M ($64M) $5,972M $5,903M ($69M) 

2025 Yes $8,617M $8,549M ($68M) $7,947M $7,874M ($72M) 

2025 No $8,293M $8,223M ($71M) $7,713M $7,639M ($74M) 

Table 3.14: SPP Region Adjusted Production Cost Results 

A $0.01-$0.08 reduction in SPP production and adjusted production costs per MWh was realized 
through the DC-tie option in the 2020 and 2025 production-cost model years. 

SPP Region Production Cost per MWh for DC-Tie Option 

Year Forced 
Outages 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in SPP via 

DC Tie) 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in ERCOT) 

Change in 
Production 

Costs 

Adjusted 
Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in SPP via 

DC Tie) 

Adjusted 
Production 

Cost 
(LP&L in 
ERCOT) 

Change in 
Adjusted 

Production 
Costs 

2020 Yes $23.97  $23.94  ($0.03) $22.07  $22.01  ($0.06) 

2020 No $23.24  $23.19  ($0.05) $21.48  $21.40  ($0.08) 

2025 Yes $29.58  $29.57  ($0.01) $27.28  $27.24  ($0.04) 

2025 No $28.47  $28.45  ($0.03) $26.48  $26.43  ($0.05) 

Table 3.15: SPP Region Adjusted Production Cost per MWH Results 
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3.3.3.2. State of Texas (within SPP) Production Costs 
A $59M-$62M reduction in production costs to the state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L connected 
to ERCOT was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $67M-$68M reduction in 
production costs to the state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L connected to ERCOT was realized in 
the 2025 production-cost model year.  

A $69M-$70M reduction in adjusted production costs to the state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L 
connected to ERCOT was realized in the 2020 production-cost model year. A $77M-$78M reduction 
in adjusted production costs to the state of Texas (within SPP) with LP&L connected to ERCOT was 
realized in the 2025 production-cost model year.  

Production costs on the ERCOT system were not determined in these simulations.  However, the 
production and adjusted production costs were modified to reflect an approximate cost for the 
delivered energy across the DC Tie from the ERCOT system using an annual average LMP of 
$30.94/MWh in 2020 and $34.04/MWh in 2025 at Golden Spread’s Antelope Elk Energy Center 
based on ERCOT-provided production cost results determined in a scenario without LP&L 
integration.  

State of Texas (within SPP) Production Cost Results for DC Tie Option 

Year Forced 
Outages 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in SPP via 

DC Tie) 

Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in ERCOT) 

Change in 
Production 

Costs 

Adjusted 
Production 
Cost (LP&L 
in SPP via 

DC Tie) 

Adjusted 
Production 

Cost 
(LP&L in 
ERCOT) 

Change in 
Adjusted 

Production 
Costs 

2020 Yes $1,008M $949M ($59M) $1,131M $1,062M ($69M) 

2020 No $978M $916M ($62M) $1,094M $1,024M ($70M) 

2025 Yes $1,364M $1,296M ($67M) $1,523M $1,447M ($77M) 

2025 No $1,326M $1,258M ($68M) $1,473M $1,395M ($78M) 

Table 3.16: State of Texas (within SPP) Region Production Cost Results 

3.4. IMPACTS TO REGIONAL ATRR 
The SPP regional annual transmission revenue requirement (ATRR) for the period beginning 
February 2017 is $604,213,826.  The LP&L 12-month coincident peak (12CP) load amount that is 
taken into account in allocating the regional ATRR is 469 MW. With the removal of LP&L’s 469 MW, 
SPP’s remaining load will be left to cover the ATRR. As shown in table 3.17 below, this results in a 
1.3 percent increase in allocated regional ATRR for most zones. The regional ATRR allocated to the 
SPS/Xcel zone is reduced by 9.3 percent, but this reduction is offset by the reduction of 469 MW of 
load from the current SPS zonal load of 4,469 MW.  This means that the load remaining in the SPS 
zone will see an increase in regional allocation (on a cost per MW basis) that is similar to the other 
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SPP zones.  In addition, the load remaining in the SPS zone will experience a further cost increase in 
order to cover the SPS zonal ATRR for which LP&L load will no longer be responsible.    

It should be noted that the present regional ATRR of $604,213,826 includes over $100 million in 
Balanced Portfolio transfers that will be phased out over the next six years, but it does not include 
approved transmission system development that is scheduled to be placed in service by 2021. 
These projects include six 345-kV transmission projects with construction costs of over $1B7. 

Zone 
February 2017 

ATRR allocated by 
LRS 

ATRR  adjusted for 
removal of 469 MW 

from SPS' load 
% Change 

AEP  $ 135,425,960   $  137,194,302 1.3% 

CUS  $   9,100,435  $     9,219,580 1.3% 

EDE  $  15,233,440  $   15,432,448  1.3% 

GMO  $  24,751,859  $   25,074,753 1.3% 

GRDA  $   12,106,394  $     12,264,314 1.3% 

KCPL  $  49,178,560  $   49,820,662 1.3% 

LES  $   11,533,383  $     11,682,929 1.3% 

MIDW  $   4,985,898   $     5,050,875 1.3% 

MKEC  $   8,208,766  $     8,315,926  1.3% 

NPPD  $  38,644,325  $   39,149,147 1.3% 

OGE  $  86,259,944  $   87,386,326 1.3% 

OPPD  $  31,768,422  $   32,183,081 1.3% 

SEPC  $   6,126,384  $     6,206,170 1.3% 

SPS  $  74,102,938   $   67,190,609 -9.3% 

UMZ  $  8,513,270  $   8,615,884 1.2% 

                                                             
7 The projects include the Cherry County-Gentleman-Holt Co. 345kV line, the Elm Creek – Summit 345kV line, the Woodward-
Tatonga-Mathewson 345kV circuit #2, the Chisolm-Gracemont 345kV line, Tuco-Yoakum-Hobbs 345kV line, and the Hobbs-
Kiowa-N Loving-China Draw 345kV line. 
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WFEC  $  21,227,405  $   21,504,704 1.3% 

WR  $  67,046,443  $   67,922,114 1.3% 

TOTALS  $ 604,213,826  $  604,213,826  

Table 3.17: Changes in Regional ATRR Allocated to the Rate Zones 

3.5. OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT 
SPP evaluated the operational impacts of the LP&L System being disconnected from the SPP system. 
The first assessment was performed under conditions representative of a high-load and low-wind 
scenario. A historical case study of Aug. 2, 2016, was analyzed. The case study included planned 
generation dispatches as identified by SPP market systems. Transmission outages were restored to 
service in order to identify changes related directly to the LP&L load being moved. Changes deemed 
due solely to LP&L load and generation being disconnected were identified on the remaining SPP 
transmission system. In some instances, loading on existing known constraints increased more than 
35 percent. However, this increased loading was not seen to be material to real-time operations 
because there was sufficient generation remaining in the SPS/SPP region that was available for 
redispatch to mitigate any potential overloads. Other constraints were identified as being more 
lightly loaded when the LP&L load and generation were disconnected, as the absence of LP&L load 
and generation allowed the remaining generation and transmission to be utilized in a manner that 
relieved potential pressure on these constraints. The constraints most impacted for the Aug. 2, 
2016, case study are shown below in Table 3.18. SPP did not identify any operational reliability 
concerns that could not be mitigated if LP&L was removed from the SPP transmission system. 

Operational Analysis – High Load/Low Wind 

Flowgate 
No. 

Flowgate Name Loading% with 
LP&L 

Loading% 
without LP&L 

5056 CARLPDLUBWOL (Carlisle – Doud flo Lubbock 
South-Woolforth) 

88.8 124.6 

5057 SUNXFRSUNAMO (Sundown Transformer flo 
Sundown-Amoco) 

90.3 103.6 

5548 SUNAMOTOLYOA (Sundown – Amoco flo Tolk - 
Yoakum 

60.0 72.6 

5477 HARPOTHARPOT (Harrington – Potter flo 
Harrington – Rolling Hills 

85.7 77.3 

Table 3.18: Operational Impact Under High Load/Low Wind Conditions 
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An additional operational historic case study for Feb. 2, 2017 was analyzed as well. This case study 
was identified as a low-load/ high-wind case. Similar to the summer analysis, some constraints in 
the SPS region increased in loading while other flowgates decreased. In both scenarios, Flowgate 
(5056 CARLBPLUBWOL) Carlisle – Doud 115 kV ftlo Lubbock South – Wolfforth 230 kV was the 
most detrimentally impacted. A trend of constraints in the southern region of SPS saw the most 
loading increase where constraints north of Lubbock saw a reduction in loading. This change was 
observed solely due to Lubbock load being disconnected and did not take into account generation 
redispatch for resources that remained in the SPS region. The flowgates most impacted for the Feb. 
2, 2017 case are shown below in Table 3.19. SPP did not identify any operational reliability 
concerns that could not be mitigated if LP&L was removed from the SPP transmission system. 

Operational Analysis – Low Load/High Wind 

Flowgate 
No. 

Flowgate Name Loading% with 
LP&L 

Loading% 
without LP&L 

5056 CARLPDLUBWOL (Carlisle – Doud flo Lubbock 
South-Woolforth) 

86.8 100.2 

5583 TERWOLSUNWOL (Terry – Woolforth flo 
Sundown-Woolforth) 

75.1 87.3 

5591 PLXSUNTOLYOA (Plant X – Sundown flo Tolk-
Yoakum) 

99.0 84.51 

5371 OSGCANBUSDEA (Randall – Canyon E flo 
Bushland – Deaf Smith) 

115.1 87.5 

Table 3.19:  Operational Impacts Under Low Load/High Wind Conditions 

3.6. ANCILLARY SERVICES IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

3.6.1. ANCILLARY SERVICES BACKGROUND 
Section 3 of the SPP Open Access Transmission Tariff (OATT) provides for 11 ancillary services 
(AS). For purposes of this qualitative assessment however, SPP only considered those ancillary 
services that provide (i) energy, (ii) regulation and frequency response, (iii) operating reserve -- 
spinning reserve and (iv) operating reserve - supplemental reserve. While energy can be acquired 
through the Energy Imbalance Service, it may also be procured through other ancillary services that 
require the reservation of various transmission service products. This assessment will make no 
distinction between energy acquired through either method. 

3.6.1.1. Energy Imbalance Service & Energy acquired through Transmission Service 
Energy procured through Energy Imbalance Service is provided when a difference occurs between 
energy cleared in the day-ahead market and the actual delivery of energy via the transmission 
system over a single dispatch interval. The market participant must purchase this service from the 
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transmission provider or make comparable alternate arrangements with a different market 
participant who will purchase this service from the transmission provider. All loads on the 
transmission system will be subject to settlement in the real-time balancing market for this service. 

Energy can also be procured through one of the transmission service-based ancillary services (long-
term firm, short-term firm and non-firm point-to-point; network integration and wholesale 
distribution). 

3.6.1.2. Regulation and Frequency Response Service 
Regulation and frequency response service is necessary to provide for the continuous balancing of 
generation and interchange with load to maintain a scheduled interconnection frequency of 60 
cycles per second (60 Hz). Regulation and frequency response service is achieved by committing 
online generation whose output is raised (regulation up) or lowered (regulation down). Regulation 
and frequency response service may also be provided by other non-generation assets capable of 
providing a comparable effective impact to the transmission system. The transmission customer 
must either purchase this service from the transmission provider or make alternative comparable 
arrangements with a different market participant to satisfy its regulation and frequency response 
service obligation. 

3.6.1.3. Operating Reserve - Spinning Reserve 
Spinning reserve service is needed to serve load immediately in the event of a system contingency. 
Spinning reserve service may be provided by generating units that are online and loaded at less 
than maximum output and by non-generation resources capable of providing a comparable 
effective impact to the transmission system. The transmission customer must either purchase this 
service from the transmission provider or make alternative comparable arrangements with a 
different market participant to satisfy its spinning reserve service obligation. Unless the 
transmission customer makes alternative comparable arrangements, the transmission provider will 
provide the service and the transmission customer will pay for this service through the operation 
and settlement of the energy and operating reserve markets.  

3.6.1.4. Operating Reserve - Supplemental Reserve 
Supplemental reserve service is needed to serve load in the event of a system contingency; 
however, it is not available immediately to serve load but rather within a short period of time. 
Supplemental reserve service may be provided by generating units that are online but unloaded, by 
quick-start generation or by interruptible load or other non-generation resources capable of 
providing a comparable effective impact to the transmission system. The transmission customer 
must either purchase this service from the transmission provider or make alternative comparable 
arrangements to satisfy its supplemental reserve service obligation. Unless the transmission 
customer makes alternative comparable arrangements, the transmission provider will provide this 
service and the transmission customer will pay for this service through the operation and 
settlement of the energy and operating reserve markets.  

3.6.2. ANCILLARY SERVICES ASSESSMENT 
Energy, regulation up, regulation down, spinning reserve and supplemental reserve are acquired 
through the SPP Integrated Marketplace (IM). For each asset owner, the required amount of AS are 
roughly in proportion to the asset owner’s load-ratio share relative to the entire SPP balancing 
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authority (BA) area. Although the resources within the LP&L System are qualified to provide 
energy, the maximum generating capacity of these resources is insufficient to self-supply for peak 
loading periods. Furthermore, these resources are not qualified to provide regulation up, regulation 
down or operating reserve. This suggests that LP&L’s system, relative to the entire BA, is on 
average more likely a consumer of all ancillary services, including energy. Because LP&L’s load-
ratio share is a small fraction of the BA area’s share, any impacts to ancillary services associated 
with the LP&L withdrawal are expected to be minimal to the SPP IM. 

3.7. CONGESTION RIGHTS IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
"Congestion rights” refers to both auction revenue rights (ARRs) and transmission congestion 
rights (TCRs). ARRs are settled against the TCR auction for which they coincide. TCRs are settled in 
two ways: once for their purchase in the TCR auction and once against the day-ahead for their 
congestion value. All previously allocated and granted rights are based on the inclusion of LP&L-
based assets and settlement locations. These rights will remain and continue to be settled until they 
expire.  

TCR auction settlement of rights previously sold will be settled according to the market solutions 
that included LP&L assets. Therefore, there are no impacts to the settlement of TCR auction’s ARRs 
and TCRs that included LP&L-based assets and settlement locations.   

In the day-ahead TCR settlement, TCR values equal TCR MWs multiplied by the difference in 
marginal congestion component (MCC) sink and source settlement location prices in the day-ahead 
market. There are no impacts to the previously granted MW quantities. However, if LP&L is 
removed from the model, the price of congestion in the day-ahead market will likely change as seen 
in the operational assessment’s differences in flowgate loadings. Some impacts will cause more 
congestion and some will relieve congestion.  The analysis suggests that some impacts will cause 
more congestion and some will relieve congestion. The extent to which the economic impact of 
congestion change in SPP’s day-ahead market are helpful or harmful is difficult to estimate in 
purely financial-based markets. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

SPP’s analysis detailed and summarized in this report is responsive to Chairman Nelson’s request in 
PUCT Docket No. 45633 for information regarding the impact of LP&L’s proposed move SPP’s 
system to ERCOT. In addition to the findings contained in this report, SPP offers the following 
conclusions regarding LP&L’s proposed transfer from SPP to ERCOT.  

4.1. RELIABILITY-BASED CONCLUSIONS 
• SPP believes that two new transmission upgrades, at a total investment cost of 

approximately $5,050,000, will be required to address reliability needs created by LP&L’s 
proposed disconnection from SPP8.  

• SPP believes an already approved project, currently estimated to cost $937,000, would no 
longer be needed if LP&L disconnected from the SPP system.  SPP further believes that 
LP&L’s proposed disconnection would mitigate the need for a new project, at an estimated 
cost of approximately $50,000, to address reliability issues expected if LP&L remained in 
SPP9.   

Based on the above conclusions, LP&L’s proposed disconnection is believed to result in $5,050,000 
of incremental costs from new transmission upgrades and $987,000 of savings from avoided 
transmission upgrades that result in net costs of approximately $4,063,000. 

4.2. ECONOMIC-BASED CONCLUSIONS 
While SPP assessed three generation supply alternatives to address the demands of the LP&L 
System, two of the alternatives (combined cycle unit and DC tie) involve specific projections related 
to LP&L’s future generation resource type and location choices that could ultimately be very 
different from their actual decisions.  SPP believes results from analysis that assumed LP&L’s 
resource needs would be supplied from the SPP system (fleet) are more credible because that 
scenario represents a reasonable generation assumption that also minimizes the risks of differing 
future decisions.  Further, SPP believes that APC savings are more reflective of the benefits 
expected in the SPP Integrated Marketplace than production cost savings.  However, because 
ERCOT does not perform APC calculations, production cost savings provide a more consistent 
comparison between the increased costs in ERCOT and reduced costs in SPP.  Also, ERCOT does not 
include forced generation outages in its determination of production costs.  As a result, SPP offers 
the following conclusions from its analysis of production cost savings without forced generation 
outages under the SPP fleet option. 

                                                             
8 SPP’s analysis identified an additional upgrade needed to reliably account for LP&L’s proposed move under higher-than-
normal load growth projections. However, SPP believes the probability of that amount of load growth is low enough that the 
additional upgrade will not be required and its cost is not included in this conclusion. 
9 SPP’s analysis identified additional new projects that could be avoided with LP&L’s proposed disconnection under higher-than-
normal load growth projections. However, SPP believes the probability of that amount of load growth is low enough that the 
benefits of those avoided projects should not be considered and are not included in this conclusion. 
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• SPP believes that the SPP region could experience reduction in production costs in 2020 
and 2025 of $86M and $105M, respectively. 

• SPP believes that the portion of Texas within the SPP region could experience a reduction in 
production costs in 2020 and 2025 of $61M and $77M, respectively10. 

4.3. TRANSMISSION RATE AND ATRR IMPACTS 
• In aggregate, the SPP zones, except the Southwestern Public Service (SPS) zone, would 

experience an increase of 1.3 percent in their allocation of SPP’s current $604 million 
regional ATRR, representing an approximate ATRR increase of $7 million to be shared by 
those zones on a pro-rata load share basis.  

• The SPS zonal share of the SPP regional ATRR would decline by approximately $7 million, 
but because 10% less load would remain in the SPS zone, that remaining load would also 
see its share of the regional ATRR, on a per MW basis, increase by an average of 1.3 percent 
or $217 per MW.   

• The above conclusion does not take into consideration increased costs to all SPP zones, 
including the SPS zone, resulting from possible future regional ATRR increases, if LP&L’s 
proposed move is effectuated. 

• The above conclusion does not take into account the impacts of LP&L’s proposed exit on the 
SPS zonal rates that would be incremental to the SPS zonal share of the regional ATRR. 

4.4. OTHER CONCLUSIONS 
• Notwithstanding the conclusions resulting from SPP’s forward-looking reliability analysis 

as described above, SPP does not believe LP&L’s proposed move to ERCOT will materially 
impact existing constraints such that SPP will be unable to reliably manage the system in its 
current real-time operations.     

• SPP does not believe LP&L’s proposed move will materially impact provision of ancillary 
services in its Integrated Marketplace.  

 

  

 

                                                             
10 SPP could not specifically determine SPP Texas production and adjusted production costs using its economic model analysis.  
Rather those cost are approximated based on the ratio of Texas load within those SPP zones that include Texas load to all load 
within those SPP zones.  This ratio was then applied to production and adjusted production costs calculated in the SPP zones that 
contain Texas load to approximate SPP Texas production and adjusted production costs.  


